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As the full extent of damage resulting from past environmental practices has been 
realised, governments around the world have attempted to Hllocate the cost of clean-up 
to those responsible for pol.lution generating activities. As a result of seeking to make 
polluters pay. lender liability laws have been enacted providing for credhors to pay the 
cost of remedial measures for the environmental damage caused by borrowers. In this 
paper. the desirahility and effectiveness of lender liability laws as a mechanism to fund 
the clean-up of past environmental damage and prevent future environmental damage, 
are examined within an institutional framework. In the presence of high transaction 
~osts. liability laws are unlikely to be effective in achieving the desired outcomes given 
the attenuated stn.1cture of entitlements they generate. 
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Recognition of the costly implications of past pollution generating and di~posal 

activities, and a desire to avoid such outcomes in the future, has precipitated action by 

legislators in Ausu·aJin and overseas. The legislative response to the cost of cleaning up 

existing pollution and influencing future practices involves a number of features. 

Among these responses arc attempts to clarify the 'ownership' of natural resources, and 

the development of appropriate institutional structures to induce efficient use of those 

resources. One such response is that encapsulated in the notion of lender liability laws. 

The objective of this paper is to analyse lender Liability laws in an institutional 

framework. and l'Omment on their use as a tool to apportion the cost of environmental 

remediation activities. The approach taken in the paper is as follows. Initially, the 

nature und content of lender liability laws is set out so as to provide a background to the 

problem being considered. Secondly, the notion of an institutional structure is 

described to provide a framework within which to analyse lender liability laws. The 

development and operation of lender liability laws is then analysed by considering their 

retrospective and prospective operation. It is concluded that given high transactions 

costs, lender liability laws are unlikely to be effective as a mechanism to ameliorate. past 

and prospective pollution generation and disposal activities. 

I. Lender Liability Laws 

Having first developed in the United States. laws which advertently or inadvertently 

impose potential liability on creditors for environmental degradation are now a world 

wide phenomena with examples in Australia, Canadu and. the European Community 

(Lee 1993). Despite limited applicatjon to this point, the sweeping scope of lender 

liability laws has seen increasing concem expressed at their potential impact amid calls 

for their amendment and or repeal (Anon. 1994).1 A brief overview of the development 

of the laws in the United States is set out before examining the situation in New South 

Wales. 

(i) The United States Experience 

In recognition of the extensive damages whi.ch past waste generation and disposal 

activities had imposed in the United States, Congress in 1979 enacted the 

1 Conccm has not been confined to hanks. The Confcdcmtion of British Industry recently staled that ~ 
... (W}hilst it might, in principle, seem attractive to encourage lenders to share more in environmental 
risks, such a move ~s likely, in practice. to do no more than to discouw}!e lending to a business 
because of its sector. geography or size ... '(quoted in Anon. 1994). 
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Comprehensive Environmental Response. Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA; 

the Act) specifying which parties were responsible for cleaning up sites contaminated 

with hazardous wastes. Given the muted responses of commercial lenders to the 

enactment of the Art. the full implications of its provisions for lenders was apparently 

not appreciated. 11 took the application and development of the provisions of the Act 

through a number of controversial cases before its potentially draconian implications for 

lenders were recognised. The CERCLA legislation has been described as a reflection of 

the 'deep-pockets theory' of environmental liability, which literally sought to find 'deep 

pockets· with which to fund environmental remediation activities. Under this notion, 

legishHion is drufted so as to impose liability for dean up on the firm which owns or 

controls a contaminmed site when pollution is discovered (Mfodwo 199la. pp. 108-

09). 

The Act provided for the United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) to 

recover clean-up costs for contaminuted sites from parties deemed responsible for the 

contamination where they could be identified. Under the Act, parties potentially 

responsible for dean up costs consisted of three groups: generators of the waste; 

transporters of the waste; and current and past owners or operators of the relevant 

facility (Olexa 1991 ). Liability under the Act for remediation of contaminated sites is 

retrospective, strict and joint. Retrospective liability under the CERCLA legislation 

implies that a potentially responsible party may be found liable for clean up costs for 

waste ctisposed even before the Act carne into effect Strict liability has the effect that 

liability does not depend on fault. nor does it depend on the party having played an 

active part in the generation and or disposal of the waste. Finally, joint liability has the 

implication that each potentially responsible party may be treated as though it alone was 

responsible, and therefore each individually suffer the full extent of any liability (Olexa 

1991, p. 1389). Although a number of defences are available to potentially responsible 

parties, these characteristics of liability under the Act make findings of liability 

potentially very expensive. 

The source of lender or creditor liability for the dean up costs of environmental damage 

caused by debtors arose because of judicial interpretation of creditor actions ostensibly 

designed to protect interests in loans (James 1988). ln particular, where the creditor 

was found either to take possession of a contaminated site or adopted some 

responsibility for management of a relevant facility, it potentially fell into the owner

operator dass of responsible parties under the Act. With liability .retrospective in nature, 

a creditor found itself in the unenviable positio11 of being.potenUally liable for cleanup 

costs arising from the actions of past owner-operatotst including contamination that 

occurred before the CERCLA was enacted. Despite the insertion of .clarifications and 
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exempti,Jns into the Act for pat•ties protecting their 'set:urity interest'~ subsequent 

judicial interpretation has suggested that even limited interference in the operations of an 

organisatior 11ay provide sufficient grounds to establish liability. For example, in the 

Fleet Pactors2 case, the Court held that participation in me financial mnnaget11ent of an 

organisation to a degree indicating a capacity to influence the corporntion's treatinent of 

hazardous waste may be e.nough to give rise to liability (Olexa, 1991 ). Although 

subsequently ovcnuled by a higher Court, the decision gives some indication of the 

potentially far reaching effects of the legislation (see also Mfodwo 1991 a, pp. 108 .. 11 ). 

The extensive scope of such an interpretation of CERCLA provisions can be 

appreciated when one considers the range of actions which may precipitate a finding of 

liability for creditors. Actions which have been suggested us constituting 'control' and 

therefcwe generating potential liability include the nppointment of members to the Board 

of Directors by a creditor, ·closely monitoring b()rrower operations during the course of 

a loan·, or operating the entity through an appointed third party (Mfodwo 1991 a, p. 

111 ). 

The potential problems created by decisions like that in the Fleet Factors case 

precipitated a reassessment of the CERCLA legislation. In 1992 the US EPA issued a 

set of guidelines clarifying some of the issues thrown up by the inconsistent and far

reaching court decisions. In the guidelines, the US EPA disassociated itself from the 

interpretation of ·ownership and control' adopted by the court in the Fleet Factors case; 

described a set of activities available to a creditor which would not precipitate ~control' 

sufficient to generate potential liability; and described a series of transactions and 

relationships which fall within the defences afforded under the Act. Actions which do 
not amount to ownership and controL and are therefore outside the ambit of the 

legislation include undertaking environm~~ntal audits, environmental policing or 
monitoring actions undenaken during the course of the loan, and foreclosure and post

foreclosure activities associated with protecting the creditor's security interest (Clark 
1993). 

In addition, the US EPA clarified the operation of defences which would preclude 

liability from be.ing imposed on lenders. These defences relate to acts undertaken by 
creditors to protect their security interest in a loan, as opposed to an assertion of 

ownership or controL Despite these pronouncements, which remain subject to 

challenge, the scope for lender liability under CERCLA remains substantial. 

2901 F. 2d 1550 (1 ith Cir. 1990}. citctf in Oic~a (1991). 
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(ii) 111c Australian Experience 

Similar provisions to tht1se set oui in CBRCLA huve been enacted in a range of 

jurisdiclions including the United Kingdom. Canada and Australia (Lee 199.3). tn 
Austral in, legislative responses in New South \Vales and Victorin. have mirrored those 

in r.hc United Stat.e!\ and Canada respectively (l\1fodwo 1991u, l991b; Bates 1992, pp. 

324-28). In New South \Vales. the two most important pieces of legishttlor1 in the 

context of lender liuhility arc the Environmental Oj]'tmces wul Pen(J/ties Act 1989 

(EOPA). and tlte EnPironmemally Hazardous Cltemlcals Act 1985 (EHCA) .. Lender 

liability in New South \Vales under the EOPA potentially arises because of the manner 

in which the offences have been defined. The relevant offences under the EOPA are; 

wilful or negligent disposal of waste without lawful authority (s. 5), and wilfully or 

negligently causing or contributing. to leaks, spills or escapes from containers without 

lawful authority (s. 6). If found guilty of an offence under the EOPA, u 'person' is 

liable ton penalty (s. 8). in addition to un order requiring that the person abate and or 

mitigate ham1 caused to the environment arising from the commission of the offence (s. 

J 4 ). 1 Under the EHC A, tht~ New South \Vales Environment Protection Autht1rity 

cNS\V EPA) may serve a notice under s. 35 of the EHCA on the occupier of 
contaminated land to remediate that land. 

Liability for environmental remediation has not been imposed on lenders in New South 

\Vales as it has in the United Stntt~s. and there is signincant uncertainty about how the 

legislation may operate. Nevertheless. scope exists under both the EOPA and EHCA 

for creditors to be held liable for the cost of environmental remediation. Under the 

EOP.t\ lender liubility is most likely to arise if illegal pollution generation and disposal 

activities occur at the same time the creditor engages in activities amounting to ~control' 

of the borrower. This may happen, for example~ when the creditor forecloses on a 

property or is in the process of doing so. Similarly. liability may arise if pollution 

occurs at the same time the creditor is found to be participating in the day to day 

operations of a company. such us in a bid to avert insolvency (Mfodwo 1991; 

~1cDonald 1991). Under the EHCA. a creditor may find itself liable for the cost of 

clean up where it is an owner or occupier of the contaminated property, and therefore 

be subject to an order requiring remediation. TI1e (~t-editm• may find itself in this position 

if they have obtained tide to the land, htive exercised a tight to take possession, or 

appointed u receiver or manager in bankruptcy (AustraUatl and New ZeaJand 
Environment. and Conservat.ion Council 1993, p. 25). 

3 Note that the prov\sicms descri\x!d do not c.,;htiUSt the offcuccs~.ortheiroplict\tions of:an ofJ(!nce uudcr 
the EOPA. 
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The defences uvnilable under s. 7 of tl1e EOJ>A~ uncl to orders under ·S. 35 of lhc 
EHCA~ an: also of interest. Offences under the EOPA require the offenc.ler to h~tve acted 

negligently or \vilfuUy, with the former stundnrd being more likely to result in lender 
liubility, The first ann of the defence under s. 7 precludes liability \Vhere the person c=ttn 
show tluu the commission of rhe offence was due to causes over which the person hud 
no control (s. 7(a)), This would seem to preclude far reaching retrospective liability as 

npplied under CI!RCLA, m1d confine HnbUity to pollution which occurred after the 
cred.imt· had actruired some interest in the propeny. However, smtements by tbe NSW 

EPA that it is not policy t.o hold creditors Uubte for •inherited contaminaliml' imply that 

this pcJsslbility cnnnt'lt be ruled out. (Anon 1993). The second arm of the defence 

excuses pewsons where they can show they took reasonnble precautions and cxeraised 
due diligence to prevent commission of the offence. This provision suggests that 

monitoring of horrowes·s may be desirable on the part of creditors und preclude a 

Onding of liability. Similarly. creditors may be precluded from a finding of liability 

under s. 35 of the EHC A if they can show they did not perform the activities. which 
caused the contamination. and. did not have knowledge or reason to suspect 

contaminarion of the land (Australian and New Zeulnnd Environment and CotlSeJVation 
Council 1993, p. 51). 

Despite the fuct that the Australian experience is not one in which lenders have been 

found liable for remediation of contaminated sites. there would appear to be a wide 

ranging recognition that liability potentially exists. Moreover, thet·e is evidence that 

Australian creditors not only perceive the risk from environmental liability suits to he 

real, btu to have also responded through their loan :tctivities. A survey of AustruUan 

banks in 1992 showed t.hat these r·esponscs include altering lending procedures. 

educat.ing staff in the problems which they may face as a result of environmental 

requirements. nnd adopting procedures to ptotect the intet·~sts of creditors from 
penalties arising from environmental considerations (Schwaiger 1993). It is important 
to recognise in the Australian comext, that despite lender Uability Jaws not bav.ing been 

, applied to this point, the threat. of future liability has induced a real response on the part 
of creditors. The threat to Australian lenders is similar to the problems faced under 
CERCLA by American creditor,s, and simihU' responses .and considerations will 
influence the efficiency and effectiveness of.lender l'iabHi~ytaws in Austtalia, 
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2. An Anulyt.ical Fratncwork 

It hns bee·· recognised thht the .legal framework of an economy and the broader 
institutional stmcture associated with it, hns purticuhu- significance for the use Qfn.uural 
resources. In this section. it ts proposed to describe the theoteticul framework in which 

lender liability laws will be analysed. This will involve describing the notion of a11 

institutional su1tcture, and the implications of the choice of stmctures for the outcomes 

generated. 

Bromley ( 1989) describe~ institutions as the rules and conventions that define ~iwice 
sets fron1 which econon1ic agents choose courses of ~tction (p. 39). Laws are p~trt of 
this set of 'rules and conventions' that describe and define the relationships between 

econom.ic agents. and therefore determine the nature of economic interaction and 

outcomes. At any ~~oint in time, the prevailing institutional stntcture (or arrangement) 

specifies ownership over income streams and imposes cost burdens on particular 

agems. Bromley ( J 989) points out that u given institutional atTangement will generate 

entitltmrents for economic agents in outcomes in which they have an interest. (p. 150), 
These entitlements determine the claims (stakes) of parties in economic omcomes in 
which parties have a.n interest. The nature and distribution of entitlements an 

institutional arrangement impose&, ,wts important implications for the nature of 

• -msactions canicd out, and therefore resource allocation. 

It is important to recogn.ise that institutional arrangements are not static, For this 

purpose. two domains of economic interaction can be distinguished, t1amely 

commodity transactions and institutional transactions. Commodity transa.ctiot1S refet to 

the buying and selling of goods and services. These are the transactions which a large 

proportion of economic analysis is concerned. Institutional transactions on tht; other 

hand, are transactions over the set of rules within which commodity tnlnS4lctions are 

performed (Bromley 1989, p. 49). This .latter set of ttansactions are designed to 

~rewrite· the institutional structure. and therefore rean·ange the entitlements of paJties. 

The prevailing institutional structt1re has important implications for natural resource 
use. Prom the perspective of natural resources for instance, there is a large body of 

literature dealing with the issue of specifying 'property right4i, in tmtt1rnl resources. 
Similarly, Calabresi and Melamed (1972) considet individual (ot· grotip) 'entitlements' 

protected by differem types of rules. These rules are property rules, liability rules and 

:) 
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inalienability rules.4 Each rule imposes different rights; duties and obligations Ql1 

parties to a transaction. or makes available alternntives avenues of recours~.to parties 
under different outcomes. The institutionttlliteruture stresses thM the desitabUity of {)ne 

npproach over another will depend on n range of consider~ttions including' party specit1c 
knowledge about the riskiness of certain actipns. transactions costs and the ability of a 
polluting party may prove to be incapable of paying for the full harm caused by his/her 
actions (ShnveU 1984~ pp. 358 .. 65). These considerations are likely to be particulatly 

impormnt in the context of naturni resoul'ce use and externality analysis. Polinsky 
( 1979) for example, examines in detail alternative outcomes under property rules and 

liability rules in the presence of externalities, and shows that neither approach strictly 

dominates the other. The most 'efficient' approach and the actual outcome being a 

function of the parties stmtegic behaviour, the limited i.nfonnntion characterising the 

relationships between the panies and; the nature of the global-local optimums attainable 
(pp. 22-30, 45-48}. 

lr b important w put the discussion above in context. Legal reladons established under 

the EOPA nnd EHCA represent an important change in the institutional arrangements 

which govern the ntltttre of relationships between parties when the environment is 

actually or potentially uffected. These Acts have altered the interests, claims and 

entitlements of pa11ies in u range of u·atbactions including those involving creditors. In 

altering the institutional structure in this way, the choice set~ available to lenders1 

amongst others, are altered and the use of resources will be influenced. 

3. An Analysis of Lender Liability Laws 

Examination of lender liability laws in the past has concentrated on the effects such 

laws have on transfers in property. The analysis presented below attempts to review the 

these laws from a more fundamental perspective by examining the institutional 

implications of lender liability laws. The analysis proceeds in two parts~ in the first part 

some of the considerations which have been advanced as relevant to the retrospective 
and prospective operation of lender liability laws are examined. Next, lender liability 

laws are analysed from an institutional perspective and conclusions drawn about their 
economic desirability. 

4 Sec Calahrcsi and Melamed 0972) for a full discussion .of Ule operntion of each ~ypc of rule. 
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(i) Lender Liability Lnws in the Literature 

(a) The Retrospective Operation of Lender Liability Laws 

Retrospective application of lender liability laws refers to their application to pre,. 

existing pollution at the time of their enactment (Segerson 1989). As noted above, the 
NSW EPA has evinced un intention not to pursue lenders for cleanup costs of inherited 
contaminated sites. so that the retrospe~tive effect of fender liability Jaws may not be as 
pertinent for Australian creditors as it is for those in the United States. Nevettlleless, 
the retrospective operation of lender liability laws presents some interesting econotnic 
implications worth considering. 

In relation to polluted sites existing at the time of enactment. from a legal perspective 

lender liability laws were primarily seen as an attempt to provide 11 source of funds, or 
'deep pocket'~ for environment remediation purposes. From an economic perspectivef 

this may be seen as an attempt to capture some of the profits which have accrued to 

firms because of past environmental practices. Firms which have profited from their 

waste generation and disposal activities in t:he past vis~a-vis access to the ertvirom11ent 

to dispose cheaply of wastes. may be penalised in future financial transactions as 

lenders adjust their net worth to take into nccount the cost of remediating environmental 

damage. In this way, the reu·ospective operation of lender liability laws may be seen 

partly as an attempt to internalise extemalities ex post by capturing some of the profits 

from waste generation and disposal activities which contribute to the curcent value of 

the finn, In light of these considerations, the intention of the NSW EPA not to recover 

clean up costs from lenders for inherited contamina.tion may be inappropriate. Wheth~r 

this is the case depends on a number of considerations, not least the transactions C()Sf$ 

associated with recovering these past profits. This is a matter which is considered in 

more detail below. The important point in this context ls that, subject to transactiotlS 

costs consideration, retrospective application of lender liability laws may be justified 
from an economics perspective. 

In addition to those considerations set out above, t11e welfare effects of the retrospective 
operation of lender liability Jaws will be directly reluted to the atdtudes to risk sharing 
by the affected parties, any incentive effects created, and the presen.ce (.W absence of 
insurance markets. If creditors are ris.k neuttal, then lem:Ier liability laws m~y repres~nt 
an optimal allocation of risk sharing between themselves, pollnters aml the sttlte iJl 

relation to envirotunental remedi.~tion, Evett if rrot dsk: neutra!, th~ av.flilAbUlty .Qf 
insurance may an ow risk to be shared optimally through appropriate trans~ctions, 
However, the crisis in market~ for insurance Jn environmental cl~an up CO$t.~ nn.f,i 
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difficulties associated \Vith insuring ttgainst the types of risks which may be (!r¢at~d 

under lender liability laws would suggest that large settle insudng of losses is ttnHK¢ly 
(Knapman 1991 ). Given the potentially large scale of ct)st 4SSocjuted with remedjationt 
the allocation of risk associated with lendeJ' liability laws is unlikely to be optimal. lJl 

relation to past activities, a cleanup fund which spreads the cost of cleanup over a larger 

porti~n of the population may be more desirab.le by recognising the risk neutnllity pf 

per ·mns when risk can be spread sufficiently thinly (Segerson 1989)~ 

'Jther effects likely to flow from retroactive appHcation of lender liability laws include 

the use of environmental audits, a phenomenon wimessed in both the United States und 

Australia (Schwaiger 1993). An environmental audit may indicate the presence of 

conu~ytination and thereby as~ist in the avoidance of future contamination, or reduce 

overall cleanup costs through early detection of contaminated sites (Segerson 1992; 

1993 ). In a relatively simple model of seller and buyer-financier relationships, 

however, Segerson ( 1993) shows the incentive structure for canying out environmental 

audits established by lender liability laws is unlikely to be efficient (pp. 53-55). The 

buyer choosing to do too many or too few audits depending on the assignment of 

liability; the probability that a buyer·- financier is actually held liable for its share of 

remediation costs if the land is purchased~ the value placed on the liability by buyers

financiers and sellers; and the probability that the seller pays its share of any liability if 

the lund is actually sold. For example, the lower the proportion of liability placed on the 

buyer-financier, and the greater the probability they will be judgment proof (escaping 

liability), the less likely a buyer·financier wilt conduct an economically efficient audit. 

Intuitively, similar considerations to those influencing the decision to conduct an 

environmental audit will influence the decision to buy and sell. Segerson (1993, p. 61) 

points out that: 

... in general, if the probabilities of the seller being judgment-proof differ 

from each other and from I [under sale and no sale], the buy/sell decision 

will not be efl1cient. Moreover, the number of sales oan be more or less than 

the efficient number, depending on the assignment of liability and fthe 
probability that the lender actu~tlly pays his/her share of the liability] ... 5 

It is unlikely that the general conditions Segerson (1993) requires for efficiency will be 

met. In her model, the probability of being made judgment proof 1\fe *characteristics of 

5 The probahililics S~gcrson is referring to arc the probabilhy Jhe seller wHl a~::nmlly ~nd up p:!yJng J~~ 
share of liability if the propcny is sold, and the corrcspor1~ing. probnbilHy lf ~llc land is not ~old !P~ 
51). lf these probabilities equal one. Hte seller will pay its snttrG ofliability:irrcsp~tive of sgl¢iffound 
liable. 
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the buyer-financier and seller over which a policy muket bas no .Qonlrol' (p. 5l), 

Observntion of responses to the CBRCLA ~Uld New Soudl W~des,J(!gishttioth however, 

suggest that both buyer and sellcr.-crecUtors are likely to actively ndjust both lh;eir 
behaviour and structure to increase the probability of being judgment proof, ~heteby 

escaping liability. A seller may influence the probability of being judgment p1oof 
through sale of a property by expending the proceeds from the sule and reducing assQtS, 

ort becoming inaccessible or unidentifiable. Similurly, the ability of credit'OI·s to 

undertake institutional trunsactionsJ is Hkely to tesult in the probabilities of being 

judgment proof differing from one. 

The redisuibutive consequences of lender liability laws also warrant considerution. In 

the United States, 11 figure of $US l 00 billion has been suggested as the cost of 

remediating contaminated sites ('MeneJJ 1991. p. 108). In New South Walest the 

analogous figure has been set at $2 billion (Australian and New Zealand Environment 

and Conservation Council J 993, p. 38). Note, it is not suggested that creditors alone 

will be required to fund remediation expenses to this extent as the range of potentially 

responsible parties under CERCLA, and the New South Wales legislation, is large. 

Notwithstanding this. however, it would seem reasonable to suggest that excessive 

retrospective burdens have the potential to impact adversely on the financial viability of 

a creditor because of the acts of predecessors in title. As they are substantial. the 

redistributive implications of lender liability laws are a legitimate cause of concern. 

(b) The Prospective Operation of Lender Liability Laws 

Lender liability Jaws act prospectively in that they influence pollution generating Etnd 

disposal actions in the furure, that is, after the releviult laws have been enacted. In 

particuhu·, such laws may enhance the efficiency of decisions in the future as a result of 

the incentive they offers for lenders to adopt a 'gatekeeper' role. A gatekeeper 

relationship between creditor and borrower is effectively one of principal and agent 

respectively. The gatekeeper-principal has a vested interest in the actions of the other 
party (the agent), and adopts policies to ensure that its interests are not adversely 

affected by the actions of the agent. Lender liability Jaws should induce creditors to 

adopt strategies which protect their own interests, and consequently the environment 

from illegal waste generation and disposal activities (Dinan and Johnson 1990, pp. 

524-27). Significantly, there does in fact appear to be some anecdotal evidence that 

U.S. credit institutions are adopting a gatekeeper role through appropriate pro .. active 

measures (Olexa 1989, pp. 1392-93). 
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Perhaps most importunuy, interpretations of and directions in reltttion to lendet• littbilhy 

laws have given explicit recognit.ion to the principal-agent relationship. Monitoting by 

creditors of waste generation and disposal activities by debtors do not fall within the 

range of actions which would support a finding of Liability. That is, they do not 

represent control or operation activities. The existence of such a relationship shouldt 

however, be tempered by an understanding of the incentives facing creditors. the 

principals in this relationship. The scope to undertake institutional transactions which 
undermine the relationship b substantial, und thereby reduce the incentives created by 

rhe insdtutionul structure. For this reason, the principal~agent relationship will be 

weakened and the performance of a gatekeeper role by creditors undennined. 

(ii) An Institutional Perspective 

The New South Wales laws established under the EOPA and EHCA represent an 

important change to the institutional framework in relation to the environment. 

Interest~. claims and entitlements for creditors, amongst others, have been altered as u 
result of tht.: legal framework set out by the relevant provisions under both Acts. These 

provisions have effectively specified a variety of property and liability rules which are 
likely to have significant implications for the allocation of resources in financial 

transactions, and ultimately the environment. MoM importantly. the figures cited 

previously for the cleanup cost of pre-existing environmental hazards. both in the 

United Stnt.es and Australia. imply that the changes in entitlements associated with 

lender liability laws are not trivial. In light of these considerations. the nature of the 

changes bought about by lender liability laws are examined below in an institutional 

framework. What the analysis does point to. is some fundamental tlaws in entitlements 

established under lender Jiability Jaws which amount to attenuation of the entitlement 

structure as presently specified. 

The most striking feature of lender liability laws is the uncertainty associated with thc~m. 

In the case of the EOPA and EHCA, the entitlement structure facing lenders is not weH 

defined. A large amount of legal and academic conjecturing has been undertaken to 

determine the circumstances under which lenders may or may not be liable. To use an 

analogy from the property rights literature, the entitlement structure associated with 

lender liability laws does not appears to be well specified, and is therefore attenuated. 

When enacted by legislators or pronounced by courtst laws or legal rulings are by their 

very nature uncertain and subject to challenge as to their proper operation. It is the role 

of various tribunals and ultimately higher courts, to resolve any uncertainty and 

pronounce on the correct boundaries and operation of laws. This is a dynamic process 
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in which parties with interests in outcomes constantly challenge the ambit and meaning 

of laws. The process is in effect. a manifestation of pmties engaging in the institutional 

transm:rions dc~~ribcd previously to define entitlements in accordance with their own 

inrerests. 

The costs as'iociated with engaging in these institutional transactions, specifying the 

institutional structure and removing sources of uncertainty are not trivial, and in the 

case of lender liability laws, would appear to be substantial on the basis of U.S. 

cxpcricnce. 6 Moreover. hy leaving the institutional structure poorly specified another 

source of costs may be incurred ns incentives are created for creditors to transact ru·ound 

potential liability. Mechanisms nnd policies are developed by creditors to ensure that 

they avoid falling within one of the designated groups liable for remediation costs. 

Indeed. this appears to be a common response in both the U.S. and Australia with a 

number of writers suggesting strategies which can he adopted t() avoid liability from 

potentially arising. The responses documented to date have varied but include 

structuring loan agreements to exclude sources of potential liability from falling within 

the ambit of the loan; requiring borrowers to warrant their understanding of relevant 

environmental obligations~ maintaining an arms length relationship with debtors to 

avoid Lv.:mg cast as an operator of a contaminated facility: and assessing the risks posed 

by certain industries with a view to minimising exposure to high risk debtors 

(Mazzocco 1989: Mfwodo 199la). Where these strategies would not otherwise be 

adopte.d by creditors under a different institutional structure, an additional cost is 

imposed on financial trnnsactions in which environmental considerations are pertinent 

In the context of the previous discussion, an incentive is created and cost() incurred to 

undennine the principa.l~agent relauonship el-:tablished under lender liability laws. 

Analysis of the costs and operation of lender liability laws is made more difficult by 

their inadvertent and ad hoc development. It has already been noted that the NSW EPA 

has evinced an intention not to impose liability retrospectively. In terms of the 

prospective operation of lender liability laws, the costs of enforcement are likely to be 

extremely high (see footnote 6). More generally, the lack of enforcement to date and the 

recognised difficulty of enforceability points to another source of attenuation of the 

institutional structure established by lender liability laws. 

It was noted previously that the enactment of lender liability laws exposes certain 

designated parties to potentially quite massive remediation bills in the future. In the 

absence of an effective insurance market in environmental remediation costs, the 

6 MencH (1991) ciles a figure of S44 billion in polcntial litigation ussociatcd costs to allocate 
rcsponsitlllity for rcmcdiating $100 billion of waste disposal practices in the United Stal.es. 
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entitlements associated with the prevailing institutional stntcture cannot be trHded, and 

the risk a~sociuted with it is shared efficiently. Again, t.he entitlement stru~,:ture is 

at.tcmmtcd in that u·nde in entitlements cannot be rcallocntcd amongst agents in an 

efficient manner. In the absence of insurance market.<; creditors are likely to reduce the 

risk nssocimcd wirh lender liability luws through <Hher mcclmnisms. In the United 

States. reducing exposure ro liability by limiting the funds available to certain 

industries, nnd increasing the cost of credit overall, have bt"en cited as outcomes of the 

CERCLA legislation (Segerson 1992, pp. 200~0 I). 

The discussion set out above identifies significant problems associated with lender 

liability law~. Most importantly. lender Jiabllity laws in their present form imply an 

attenuated ~et of entitlements. The institutjnnul structure which is the outcome of lender 

liability laws in their present form. js likely to be characterised by costly institutional 

transactions designed to dnrify rJuu stmcmre in nccordancc with tJ1e interest$ of affected 

pnrtic~. Bromley ( 19R9> points out the fundamental difficulty of assessing the 

·efficiency' of one instiLutional su·ucrure again~t any other. An efficient allocation of 

resources under any one institutional structure may appeur w be inefficient under 

another. \Vhat can be stared, however, is that any one institutional structure will give 

rise to a scrie~ of transactions (commodity and institutional), and result in a particular 

allocation of resources. Considering lender liability laws as they are presently specified, 

substantial resources are likely to be expended in attempting to enforce and specify 

more precisely the entitlements in the given institutional arrat1gernent. The attenuated 

nature of that entitlement structure is I ikcly to give rise to costly transactions specifically 

designed to avoid liability. In light of the high cost of these transactions. and the use of 

resources they imply, alternative institutional structures should be examined to 

detetmine if they can better address t.he problems of cleaning up past waste practices, 

and influencing future practices in a desirable manner. 

Conclusions 

The importance of institutional structure for environmental resource allocation and use 

has been developed in this paper. The development of lender liability laws, it is argued, 

represents a significant change in the institutional su·ucture of the economy. Despite a 

number of economic justit1cations for lender liability laws, the major conclusion which 

cnn be drawn from this current paper is the likely ineffectiveness of lender liability laws 

to induce more desirable waste generation and disposal behaviour on the part of 

poHurers, and the likelihood that high costs will be associated with their clarificatio11 
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and enforcement. This outcome arises because of the weakness of the incentive 

structure associated with the principal-agent relationship created by lender liability laws, 

and high costs as~ocinted with institutional transactions given the attemnued nature of 

entitlements associated with appottioning remediation costs in this manner. 

" ' < ' • -, "'"' - ··~ ., 
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